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Matthew Arnold - Stefan Collini 2008
Matthew Arnold (1822-88), the leading man-of-letters of the Victorian age, has been the decisive influence
on modern thinking about literature and criticism and his work has become an inescapable cultural
reference point today. In this stylish and entertaining book Stefan Collini examines the whole range of
Arnold's literary, social, and religious criticism as well as his poetry, placing them in the context of the
major intellectual controversies of the nineteenth century. By attending to the distinctive power of Arnold's
writing to charm, tease, persuade, and irritate, the book provides a brilliant characterization of the tone
and temper of his mind. This edition includes a substantial Afterword which reflects on Arnold's continuing
polemical significance and his role in contemporary cultural debate.
Foundations of New Socialism - Robert Corfe 2001
How can sincere support be given wholly to a political party unless it has clear principles underpinning its
base? Such a question is of particular relevance when asked of the Labour party in view of the events which
have shattered the foundations of socialism worldwide over the past decade. The author, who has
considerable practical experience as a Labour party activist, sets out to re-establish the concept of
socialism as a vision for the future. But the forward-looking views of New Socialism need to be very
different from the old. The transformation of society over the past 60 years means that old doctrines have
to be replaced by new if socialism is to be made attractive to the modern man or woman.
Sweetness and Light - Matthew Arnold 1889

categories of British cultural studies: texts and contexts; audience; everyday life; ideology; politics, gender
and race. The third edition of this successful text has been fully revised and updated to include: * How to
apply the principles of cultural studies and how to read a text * An overview of recent ethnographic studies
* Discussion of anthropological theories of consumption * Questions of identity and new ethnicities * How to
do cultural studies, and an evaluation of recent research methodologies * A fully updated and
comprehensive bibliography
Conservatism - Jerry Z. Muller 2020-05-26
At a time when the label "conservative" is indiscriminately applied to fundamentalists, populists,
libertarians, fascists, and the advocates of one or another orthodoxy, this volume offers a nuanced and
historically informed presentation of what is distinctive about conservative social and political thought. It is
an anthology with an argument, locating the origins of modern conservatism within the Enlightenment and
distinguishing between conservatism and orthodoxy. Bringing together important specimens of European
and American conservative social and political analysis from the mid-eighteenth century through our own
day, Conservatism demonstrates that while the particular institutions that conservatives have sought to
conserve have varied, there are characteristic features of conservative argument that recur over time and
across national borders. The book proceeds chronologically through the following sections: Enlightenment
Conservatism (David Hume, Edmund Burke, and Justus Möser), The Critique of Revolution (Burke, Louis de
Bonald, Joseph de Maistre, James Madison, and Rufus Choate), Authority (Matthew Arnold, James Fitzjames
Stephen), Inequality (W. H. Mallock, Joseph A. Schumpeter), The Critique of Good Intentions (William
Graham Sumner), War (T. E. Hulme), Democracy (Carl Schmitt, Schumpeter), The Limits of Rationalism
(Winston Churchill, Michael Oakeshott, Friedrich Hayek, Edward Banfield), The Critique of Social and
Cultural Emancipation (Irving Kristol, Peter Berger and Richard John Neuhaus, Hermann Lübbe), and
Between Social Science and Cultural Criticism (Arnold Gehlen, Philip Rieff). The book contains an
afterword on recurrent tensions and dilemmas of conservative thought.
Cultural Policy - Toby Miller 2002-12-17
Offering the first comprehensive and international work on cultural policy, Toby Miller and George Yudice
have produced a landmark work in the emerging field of cultural policy. Rigorous in its field of survey and
astute in its critical commentary it enables students to gain a global grounding in cultural policy.
Alien Chic - Neil Badmington 2004
From The War of the Worlds, Mars Attacks!, Mission to Mars and Independence Day; Neil Badmington
explores our relationship with aliens and how thinkers such as Descartes, Barthes, Freud, Lyotard and
Derrida have conceptualised what it means to be human (and post-human).
Common Writing - Stefan Collini 2016-03-17
In a series of penetrating and attractively readable essays, Stefan Collini explores aspects of the literary
and intellectual culture of Britain from the early twentieth century to the present. Common Writing focuses
chiefly on writers, critics, historians, and journalists who occupied wider public roles as cultural
commentators or intellectuals, as well as on the periodicals and other genres through which they attempted
to reach such audiences. Among the figures discussed are T.S. Eliot, Graham Greene, J.B. Priestley, C.S.
Lewis, Kingsley Amis, Nikolaus Pevsner, Hugh Trevor-Roper, Christopher Hitchens, and Michael Ignatieff.

The Social Mission of English Criticism, 1848-1932 - Chris Baldick 1983
Overcoming Matthew Arnold - Dr James Walter Caufield 2013-05-28
Opening the way for a reexamination of Matthew Arnold's unique contributions to ethical criticism, James
Walter Caufield emphasizes the central role of philosophical pessimism in Arnold's master tropes of
"culture" and "conduct." Caufield uses Arnold's ethics as a lens through which to view key literary and
cultural movements of the past 150 years, demonstrating that Arnoldian conduct is grounded in a Victorian
ethic of "renouncement," a form of altruism that wholly informs both Arnold's poetry and prose and sets
him apart from the many nineteenth-century public moralists. Arnold's thought is situated within a cultural
and philosophical context that shows the continuing relevance of "renouncement" to much contemporary
ethical reflection, from the political kenosis of Giorgio Agamben and the pensiero debole of Gianni Vattimo,
to the ethical criticism of Wayne C. Booth and Martha Nussbaum. In refocusing attention on Arnold's place
within the broad history of critical and social thought, Caufield returns the poet and critic to his proper
place as a founding father of modern cultural criticism.
British Cultural Studies - Graeme Turner 2005-08-18
is a comprehensive introduction to the British tradition of cultural studies. Turner offers an accessible
overview of the central themes that have informed British cultural studies: language, semiotics, Marxism
and ideology, individualism, subjectivity and discourse. Beginning with a history of cultural studies, Turner
discusses the work of such pioneers as Raymond Williams, Richard Hoggart, E. P.Thompson, Stuart Hall
and the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies. He then explores the central theorists and
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The essays explore the variety of such figures' writings - something that can get overlooked or forgotten
when they are treated exclusively in terms of their contribution to one established or professional category
such as 'novelist' or 'historian' - while capturing their distinctive writing voices and those indirect or
implicit ways in which they position or reveal themselves in relation to specific readerships, disputes, and
traditions. These essays engage with recent biographies, collections of letters, and new editions of classic
works, thereby making some of the fruits of recent scholarly research available to a wider audience. Collini
has been acclaimed as one of the most brilliant essayists of our time, and this collection shows him at his
subtle, perceptive, and trenchant best. Common Writing will appeal to (and delight) readers interested in
literature, history, and contemporary cultural debate.
Cultural Theory and Popular Culture - John Storey 2006
In this new edition of his widely adopted Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: An Introduction, John Storey
has extensively revised the text throughout. Like previous editions, the book presents a clear and critical
survey of competing theories of, and various approaches to, popular culture. New to this edition:
Extensively revised, rewritten, and updated Improved and expanded content throughout including a new
chapter on psychoanalysis and a new section on post-Marxism and the global postmodern Closer explicit
links to the new edition companion reader Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: A Reader More illustrative
diagrams and images Fully revised, improved, and updated companion web site Ideal for courses in:
cultural studies media studies communication studies sociology of culture popular culture visual studies
cultural criticism
Culture, 1922 - Marc Manganaro 2009-01-10
Culture, 1922 traces the intellectual and institutional deployment of the culture concept in England and
America in the first half of the twentieth century. With primary attention to how models of culture are
created, elaborated upon, transformed, resisted, and ignored, Marc Manganaro works across disciplinary
lines to embrace literary, literary critical, and anthropological writing. Tracing two traditions of thinking
about culture, as elite products and pursuits and as common and shared systems of values, Manganaro
argues that these modernist formulations are not mutually exclusive and have indeed intermingled in
complex and interesting ways throughout the development of literary studies and anthropology. Beginning
with the important Victorian architects of culture--Matthew Arnold and Edward Tylor--the book follows a
number of main figures, schools, and movements up to 1950 such as anthropologist Franz Boas, his
disciples Edward Sapir, Ruth Benedict, and Zora Neale Hurston, literary modernists T. S. Eliot and James
Joyce, functional anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, modernist literary critic I. A. Richards, the New
Critics, and Kenneth Burke. The main focus here, however, is upon three works published in 1922, the
watershed year of Modernism--Eliot's The Waste Land, Malinowski's Argonauts of the Western Pacific, and
Joyce's Ulysses. Manganaro reads these masterworks and the history of their reception as efforts toward
defining culture. This is a wide-ranging and ambitious study about an ambiguous and complex concept as it
moves within and between disciplines.
Reading Reconsidered - Doug Lemov 2016-02-29
TEACH YOUR STUDENTS TO READ WITH PRECISION AND INSIGHT The world we are preparing our
students to succeed in is one bound together by words and phrases. Our students learn their literature,
history, math, science, or art via a firm foundation of strong reading skills. When we teach students to read
with precision, rigor, and insight, we are truly handing over the key to the kingdom. Of all the subjects we
teach reading is first among equals. Grounded in advice from effective classrooms nationwide, enhanced
with more than 40 video clips, Reading Reconsidered takes you into the trenches with actionable guidance
from real-life educators and instructional champions. The authors address the anxiety-inducing world of
Common Core State Standards, distilling from those standards four key ideas that help hone teaching
practices both generally and in preparation for assessments. This 'Core of the Core' comprises the first half
of the book and instructs educators on how to teach students to: read harder texts, 'closely read' texts
rigorously and intentionally, read nonfiction more effectively, and write more effectively in direct response
to texts. The second half of Reading Reconsidered reinforces these principles, coupling them with the
'fundamentals' of reading instruction—a host of techniques and subject specific tools to reconsider how
teachers approach such essential topics as vocabulary, interactive reading, and student autonomy. Reading
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Reconsidered breaks an overly broad issue into clear, easy-to-implement approaches. Filled with practical
tools, including: 44 video clips of exemplar teachers demonstrating the techniques and principles in their
classrooms (note: for online access of this content, please visit my.teachlikeachampion.com) Recommended
book lists Downloadable tips and templates on key topics like reading nonfiction, vocabulary instruction,
and literary terms and definitions. Reading Reconsidered provides the framework necessary for teachers to
ensure that students forge futures as lifelong readers.
Egalitarianism - Robert Corfe 2008-02-04
In view of the recent transformation of society in the industrialised world, a new sociological significance is
give in to the meaning of high culture, property in its different forms, and freedom through democracy.
The Idea of Culture - Terry Eagleton 2013-05-29
Terry Eagleton's book, in this vital new series from Blackwell, focuses on discriminating different meanings
of culture, as a way of introducing to the general reader the contemporary debates around it.
Culture and Anarchy - Matthew Arnold 1875
Endemic - Kari Nixon 2016-09-01
This book develops a new multimodal theoretical model of contagion for interdisciplinary scholars,
featuring contributions from influential scholars spanning the fields of medical humanities, philosophy,
political science, media studies, technoculture, literature, and bioethics. Exploring the nexus of contagion's
metaphorical and material aspects, this volume contends that contagiousness in its digital, metaphorical,
and biological forms is a pervasively endemic condition in our contemporary moment. The chapters explore
both endemicity itself and how epidemic discourse has become endemic to processes of social construction.
Designed to simultaneously prime those new to the discourse of humanistic perspectives of contagion,
complicate issues of interest to seasoned scholars of science and technology studies, and add new topics for
debate and inquiry in the field of bioethics, Endemic will be of wide interest for researchers and educators.
Essays in Criticism - Matthew Arnold 1883
Culture and Anarchy in Ireland, 1890-1939 - Francis Stewart Leland Lyons 1979
Surveying the clash of cultures in Ireland between the Gaelic, English, Anglo-Irish, and Ulster-Protestant,
Lyons argues that such cultural diversity hinders the evolution of a homogenous society and thus functions
as an agent of anarchy
The Value of the Humanities - Helen Small 2013-10-04
The Value of the Humanities provides a critical account of the principal arguments used to defend the value
of the Humanities. The claims considered are: that the Humanities study the meaning-making practices of
culture, and bring to their work a distinctive understanding of what constitutes knowledge and
understanding; that, though useful to society in many ways, they remain laudably at odds with, or at a
remove from, instrumental use value; that they contribute to human happiness; that they are a force for
democracy; and that they are a good in themselves, to be valued 'for their own sake'. Engaging closely with
contemporary literary and philosophical work in the field from the UK and US, Helen Small distinguishes
between arguments that retain strong Victorian roots (Mill on happiness; Arnold on use value) and those
that have developed or been substantially altered since. Unlike many works in this field, The Value of the
Humanities is not a polemic or a manifesto. Its purpose is to explore the grounds for each argument, and to
test its validity for the present day. Tough-minded, alert to changing historical conditions for argument and
changing styles of rhetoric, it promises to sharpen the terms of the public debate.
The World, the Text, and the Critic - Edward W. Said 1983
Argues that contemporary critics force works of literature to fit their theories and examines the impact of
Marxism, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and structuralism on literary criticism
Mass Civilisation and Minority Culture - F. R. Leavis 1969
Literary Criticism of Matthew Arnold - Matthew Arnold 2004
To Relish the Sublime? - Kate Soper 2002-12-17
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More than 130 years from Matthew Arnold’s pronouncement that human beings 'must be compelled to
relish the sublime', education in the humanities still relies on the ideal of culture as the means of
intellectual development. In this distinctive and original work, Martin Ryle and Kate Soper explore the
growing tensions and contradictions between this and the contemporary world of work, pleasure, and
consumption. While critical of the hypocrisies and elitism that can attach to notions of cultural selfrealization, the authors nonetheless defend its overall educational and social value. Their wide-ranging
discussion takes in critiques of philosophers from Kant and Schiller to Nietzsche and Marx, and includes
historically contextualized readings of novels by Wollstonecraft, Hardy, Gissing, London, and Woolf. In their
sustained defense of a conception of personal worth and self-fulfillment for its own sake, Ryle and Soper not
only offer a powerful critique of the continuing dominance of work in contemporary society, but also
provide a compelling alternative to the standard postmodern skepticism about the relevance of high
culture.
The Function of Criticism at the Present Time - Matthew Arnold 1895

visit Adorno: Jazz Perennial Fashion . This song accompanies pages 64 to 66 of the book together with a
series of questions designed to get readers to evaluate the positive and negative aspects of Adorno's
approach.
A Syllabus of the Course of Study in the History of Education - Paul Monroe 1916
Commodity Activism - Roopali Mukherjee 2012-02
Buying (RED) products—from Gap T-shirts to Apple—to fight AIDS. Drinking a “Caring Cup” of coffee at the
Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf to support fair trade. Driving a Toyota Prius to fight global warming. All these
commonplace activities point to a central feature of contemporary culture: the most common way we
participate in social activism is by buying something. Roopali Mukherjee and Sarah Banet-Weiser have
gathered an exemplary group of scholars to explore this new landscape through a series of case studies of
“commodity activism.” Drawing from television, film, consumer activist campaigns, and cultures of celebrity
and corporate patronage, the essays take up examples such as the Dove “Real Beauty” campaign, sex
positive retail activism, ABC’s Extreme Home Makeover, and Angelina Jolie as multinational celebrity
missionary. Exploring the complexities embedded in contemporary political activism, Commodity Activism
reveals the workings of power and resistance as well as citizenship and subjectivity in the neoliberal era.
Refusing to simply position politics in opposition to consumerism, this collection teases out the
relationships between material cultures and political subjectivities, arguing that activism may itself be
transforming into a branded commodity.
Colonial Desire - Robert J. C. Young 2005-08-05
The language of contemporary cultural theory shows remarkable similarities with the patterns of thought
which characterised Victorian racial theory. Far from being marked by a separation from the racialised
thinking of the past, Colonial Desire shows we are operating in complicity with historical ways of viewing
'the other', both sexually and racially. Colonial Desire is a controversial and bracing study of the history of
Englishness and 'culture'. Robert Young argues that the theories advanced today about post-colonialism
and ethnicity are disturbingly close to the colonial discourse of the nineteenth century. 'Englishness', Young
argues, has been less fixed and stable than uncertain, fissured with difference and a desire for otherness.
Modernity At Large - Arjun Appadurai 1996

Napoleon - Robert Matteson Johnston 1910
Egalitarianism of the Free Society - Robert Corfe 2008
This volume presents the new realities in the spheres of social life, as an introduction to the author's
forthcoming three-volume work on Social Capitalism, which concentrates on the shattering economic and
political changes in the contemporary world.
Friendship's Garland - Matthew Arnold 1871
Culture & Anarchy - Matthew Arnold 1924
Culture & Anarchy - Matthew Arnold 1899
Paul Diederich and the Progressive American High School - Robert L. Hampel 2014-04-01
Paul Diederich worked in five new organizations dedicated to transforming American schools: the Ohio
State University lab school, the Eight Year Study, a Harvard institute to revamp English language
instruction, the University of Chicago's Board of Examiners, and the Educational Testing Service.
Throughout his career he wrote critiques of American high schools and set forth many proposals to make
them more flexible without sacrificing academic excellence. This anthology resurrects 14 Diederich essays,
eight of them never before published. The scope ranges from visions of social justice to the details of the
daily schedule. Like his heroes Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, he combined a passion for utopian
speculation with a fascination for practical problems, a combination that is rare in the world of school
reform today.
Introducing Cultural Studies - David Walton 2007-11-29
"An outstanding entry level text aimed at those with little or no cultural studies knowledge... Innovative,
creative and clever." - Times Higher Education "The ideal textbook for FE and first year HE cultural studies
students. Its quality and character allow the reader to ‘feel’ the enthusiasm of its author which in turn
becomes infectious, instilling in the reader a genuine sense of ebullient perturbation." - Art/Design/Media,
The Higher Education Authority An introduction to the practice of cultural studies, this book is ideal for
undergraduate courses. Full of practical exercises that will get students thinking and writing about the
issues they encounter, this book offers its readers the conceptual tools to practice cultural analysis for
themselves. There are heuristics to help students prepare and write projects, and the book provides plenty
of examples to help students develop their own ideas. Written in a creative, playful and witty style, this
book: Links key concepts to the key theorists of cultural studies. Includes a wide range of references of
popular cultural forms. Emphasizes the multidisciplinary nature of cultural studies. Includes pedagogical
features, such as dialogues, graphs, images and recommended readings. The book's skills-based approach
enables students to develop their creative skills, and shows students how to improve their powers of
analysis generally. To listen to David Walton’s musical response to Adorno's famous essay on jazz, please
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Culture and Imperialism - Edward W. Said 2012-10-24
A landmark work from the author of Orientalism that explores the long-overlooked connections between the
Western imperial endeavor and the culture that both reflected and reinforced it. In the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, as the Western powers built empires that stretched from Australia to the West Indies,
Western artists created masterpieces ranging from Mansfield Park to Heart of Darkness and Aida. Yet most
cultural critics continue to see these phenomena as separate. Edward Said looks at these works alongside
those of such writers as W. B. Yeats, Chinua Achebe, and Salman Rushdie to show how subject peoples
produced their own vigorous cultures of opposition and resistance. Vast in scope and stunning in its
erudition, Culture and Imperialism reopens the dialogue between literature and the life of its time.
Literature & dogma - Matthew Arnold 1883
Syllabus of a Course of Study on the History and Principles of Education - Paul Monroe 1911
Cultural Code - Phillip Penix-Tadsen 2016-02-19
How culture uses games and how games use culture: an examination of Latin America's gaming practices
and the representation of the region's cultures in games. Video games are becoming an ever more
ubiquitous element of daily life, played by millions on devices that range from smart phones to desktop
computers. An examination of this phenomenon reveals that video games are increasingly being converted
into cultural currency. For video game designers, culture is a resource that can be incorporated into games;
for players, local gaming practices and specific social contexts can affect their playing experiences. In
Cultural Code, Phillip Penix-Tadsen shows how culture uses games and how games use culture, looking at
examples related to Latin America. Both static code and subjective play have been shown to contribute to
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titles (pointing out, for example, appearances of Rio de Janeiro's Christ the Redeemer statue in games from
Call of Duty to the tourism-promoting Brasil Quest). He analyzes this through semiotics, the signifying
systems of video games and the specific signifiers of Latin American culture; space, how culture is
incorporated into different types of game environments; and simulation, the ways that cultural meaning is
conveyed procedurally and algorithmically through gameplay mechanics.

the meaning of games; Penix-Tadsen introduces culture as a third level of creating meaning. Penix-Tadsen
focuses first on how culture uses games, looking at the diverse practices of play in Latin America, the
ideological and intellectual uses of games, and the creative and economic possibilities opened up by video
games in Latin America—the evolution of regional game design and development. Examining how games
use culture, Penix-Tadsen discusses in-game cultural representations of Latin America in a range of popular
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